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Introduction

Welcome to Forensic Healing and Associated Workshops Feedback
Welcome to the Forensic Healing Feedback Book. The essence of Forensic Healing and the
associated workshops is that everything begins with energy. When you change the energy,
you can change the condition, situation or outcome.
These processes includes combining a natural therapy system using logic and intuition.
When you get to the source of all problems, and find the truth, it sets people and the planet
free.
Marisa Russo who is the founder of Forensic Healing provides courses nationally within
Australia and internationally in selected countries.
Marisa has touched and changed lives around the world. Impacting women on a daily basis
and helping them heal. She says that anyone who attends her workshops, her only goal is
that they leave completely transformed, finding freedom and happiness.
Marisa loves the fact that when we heal each other we are healing the planet. Forensic
Healing is changing the lives of men, women, environments, animals, and children.
We invite you to read through some of the recent feedback we have received from people
all over the globe. Within this feedback book, you will read about clients, students and
practitioners thoughts and feedback on their Forensic Healing results and how it has
impacted their life.
The sky’s the limit and we welcome you to contact us if you have experienced life changing
results so that the energy is continually elevated for those who use or experience Forensic
Healing or attend one of our workshops.
Feel free to sign up to our free start up course here www.ForensicHealing.com
Forensic Healing International
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Live Training Experience

“

ARE YOU THERE YET? ONLY ONE DAY LEFT ... Go on... JUST DO IT! And if you did already... CONGRATULATIONS :)
Beautiful Women,
If you are on the fence about committing to a series of monthly payments for FH LIVE & ONLINE Diploma’s... Or forking out MORE
$$$ when you’ve tried so many other things that turned out to be band-aids... Or just not life changing enough...
Then I’m here to tell you that I cannot recommend this offer enough. I worked with my own FH practitioner angel Robyn Harrison
for about a year before anxiously taking the plunge and enrolling for FH LIVE Melbourne (October) 2017).
Robyn got me to the point where I could actually GO. Honestly, with the stuff that had gone on in my life (that FH uncovered
BEFORE my own memories were even able to) - it would not have been possible for me to be in a room for 8 days with a bunch of
people (women ESPECIALLY). I actually know now that together Robyn & Marisa Russo with FH have saved my life. Literally.
Since learning how to do FH for myself (and facilitate a session successfully for someone else who is suffering), my life on ALL levels
is now completely unrecognizable due to the level of upgrade I’ve experienced. Since completing my FIRST FH Live 12 weeks ago,
there is not a single DAY that has gone by that I don’t use is or what I learned there. Better yet, my partner who is doing the online
course also uses it daily. Between us, we have helped ourselves and others change the very framework of their lives and re-frame
their point of attraction in the world.
I feel deeply humbled and beyond grateful for this priceless immeasurable gift. Has it been easy? No. Getting OFF the matrix
and away from continual life-threatening sabotage has been a daily awareness. But the alternative is way worse. Has it been life’changingly’ freeing and self-’empoweringly’ abundantly worth it? YES. YES. YES!!!
Forensic Healing gets me up in the morning and it used to get me through my day until my life started to show up differently around
me (better, kinder, clearer, happier...). I share it with everyone (seriously). I send the email offers for the course to every person who
needs it (everyone). Even if they don’t choose to do it, my conscience is clear because I know they have the information for selftransformation at their fingertips should they ever need it... Because timing is everything. :)
If you took the knowledge of FH away from me now, you’d be taking something more important to me than a limb (lol).
P.S. Universe, that does NOT mean I don’t value my limbs and want to be without them (just to be crystal clear). ;)
So, If you’ve ever felt pathetic or helpless or useless or you just don’t feel like ‘you’ or that you’re living the life you thought or
wanted to... (hint: there’s always a reason for that - and FH will find it)... Or anything else you don’t want to feel or wish to experience
anymore... Then FH is for you.
I was lucky enough to get on the 20-month payment plan myself and I happily pay this each month and bless my payment as I do
it. Value wise, this course should cost 3 times what it does (at LEAST). I 100% recommend Investing in yourself
by gifting yourself Forensic Healing and empowering yourself.
Finally, sending a big loving acknowledgment to everyone here who made it this far (and for reading
this long post!) - because when you start clearing and becoming FREE you will be AMAZED you even
survived - and for this, you all deserve a medal - or perhaps a Forensic Healing Diploma Certificate. ;)
Love All-ways,
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30th January 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1743191232413071/

‘‘

Lucie Delacy

Live Training Experience

“

“A Success Milestone in my Healing Journey”
It is time to express my sincere thanks to my beloved teacher Marisa Russo for
showing me that I am a healer and helping me find my true happiness with in me.
Now she has officially endorsed me with the Diploma of Forensic Healing which I feel
is a biggest achievement for my innerbeing, which gives me confidence that I am
capable of helping myself and others who need help emotionally and physically. I feel
grateful to be in the nest of this wonderful healers of this group who is empowering
each other and serving this mankind. I am so honoured to be a part of this journey.
Having said that I sincerely thank my family, friends & well wishers who have been
my volunteers for my case studies. They all have believed in me and helped me
achieve my goal. I have received wonderful feedbacks from them. I know this is an
ongoing journey but this diploma is my first milestone in healing.
As per Marisa’s new classes on Laws of Universe (which I love them) I believe that
the universe will keep sending me the people who are in need of healing and whom
I can heal and help.
Thank you to all the sisters of this group for there wonderful inputs all the time. I
may not be able to like and respond to all of them but I always appreciate
within myself.
I always enjoy healing and I am always open for more good in life.

Sirisha Gavvala
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28th January 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1740949119303949/

Live Training Experience

“

So, I recently threw myself into the deep end (and discovered happily that I could swim) and completed LIVE Training in Melbourne
with a bunch of wondrous women. I did this primarily for my own self-healing and thought I might just do a bit of FH for people
close to me.
Well, it seemed that the universe had other ideas...
Literally within days, magical special people started to emerge who were in a similar state as I once was (rock bottom depression,
etc. etc. and didn’t know why, physical injuries, serious court cases, stalking...) - some were strangers, some I’ve still never met in
person and some I haven’t seen in 11 years.
When you’ve been given a GIFT such as FH training, and you have the tools to help, well, of course, you reach out. What I’ve
discovered is that FH is 100% bang on the money, to the point, specific and this just WOW’S me every single time and I am
continually humbled by having such a powerful light filled tool for life at my fingertips.
There is nothing vague about this style of healing. It pinpoints the issue every time - even if the person doesn’t remember (till
perhaps later) “the proof (as they say) is in the pudding”.
The feedback and changes relating to some serious situations have made me sigh (and cry) with relief that finally, finally something
really works.
In between sessions, I just keep working on myself and whatever next layers are surfacing. I no longer have to put up with anxiety, I
just deal with it ASAP through FH. This is the MOST self-empowering experience I’ve ever had in 45 years.
I’m trying to work out how to clone myself so I can do more, I am very lucky that my partner picks up the FH manual and selenite
crystal when I can’t.
The self-healings since LIVE since have been just as profound for me as I just keep going deeper and it’s really amazingly heartening
when the really heavy stuff just keeps getting removed and then the healing pathways become different and lighter which show me
that I am making progress.
I really cannot express my gratitude or recommend the online and/or LIVE training enough. All I can do is keep sharing this with the
people who want and need this gift we here all have access to. I am so proud to be an ‘ambassador’ for FH. I am walking proof that
you can recover from anything and so so glad I didn’t give up.
Thank you Marisa Russo, Jessica Carr & FH team, Robyn Harrison and all you ladies here and the ladies who
helped me to transform in the LIVE training. :)
I bless everyone here beyond words.
Thank you, Thank you, THANK YOU.
Love,

22th November 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1671312742934254/
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‘‘

Lucie Delacy

Thank you Marisa Russo and all the girls at 8 days Live. It’s such a amazing experience.
A life changing experience ...
THANK YOU,

Lee Stewart
6th November 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1655237774541751/

‘‘
“

Dear Marisa and Ladies. Had a wonderful surprise when I went to the letter box
today. My diploma has arrived. It was a very big surprise as had sent my case studies
snail mail Christmas Eve. Thank you Marisa for taking the time over the holidays to
check it out. Since having done live in Sydney in July it has been a wonderful journey.
It is great to read all the successes and support that is shared on this site and to have
a sense of belonging to a group of very powerful ladies, thank you for your sharing.
Have a wonderful adventurist 2018.

Judy Jackson-Reynolds
2nd January 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/permalink/1713447118720816/
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Live Training Experience

“

So happy to have achieved this and be in this space. What a fantastic 8 days
with wonderful women and to have unconditional love, support, no
judgement and nurturing. Love and blessings to all.

Lynn James-Siddle
6 November 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1655368691195326/

‘‘

Live Training Experience

“

“

Another incredible day of connection and healing with amazing women. I experienced
my first healing with Marisa today which I have been anticipating with a mix of
nervousness and excitement... I feel peaceful, together and solid... THANK YOU
Marissa for releasing that which has prevented me from standing in my
true essence.

Loretta Khalu
31st October 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1649946898404172/

‘‘
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Live Training Experience

“

I thought I tried it all. The best doctors, the healers, the psychologists, the system... To no avail! (For 5
yrs an ongoing rollercoaster.)
One session with Marisa is all it took. My body (stomach) healed. Magic I thought...
I read the book firstly, I connected for the first time, I went to the workshop. It all made sense... These
were my first steps to healing my abnormal bloats which would stop me from leaving the house (just
one of the issues mind you).
I met amazing woman and continued on my journey with 7 day live. I booked to heal myself. That was
my initial intention.
The healings and the changes in my life began. Staying connected to some amazing women, I booked
again. I received my diploma, now realizing this system is working miracles for me. Changes in my
health and in my personal life. Yes it was a journey. A little uncomfortable but always supported. It
seemed it was the only support. During my second 7 day live, something just clicked. I remember
telling Marisa I like her more... Hee hee (in class) .
By the third day I knew this is the way to healing and breaking through in all areas of my life.
Today after completing Soul (8 day Live), the freedom is amazing. The love I have my myself and others
is soo freeing.
A forensic healer I have become. The most incredible woman in the world I have met. Living laughing
and finding joy again. My soul is free and alive. This I wish for you all.
Gratitude and much love I have for Marisa, as yes, it is Marisa that has diligently done the work for us..
now all we have to do is do is follow this amazing forensic healing protocol. Its so easy,
all you have to do is beleive in yourself and allow the universe to gently guide you.
Much love to you Marisa and to my amazing soul sisters... My friends I love You
and I thank you all from the bottom of my heart.

6th November 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1655490184516510/
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Vicky Makris

Live Training Experience

“

Wow Wow Wow Wow Wow
Melbourne Live.
This past 8 days has changed my life forever.
I walked in last Sunday alone, unsure and in pain.
I walked out today with a radiance I have never known. A feeling of confidence I
never had, a knowing that I have purpose and a true sense of being connected and
belonging.
The pain in my shoulders that was there for 10 years has gone and my body, mind
and soul feel alive.
Thank you Marisa for creating such a safe space for all of us to connect and heal. And
thank you to each of the women there for their part in my journey. The Melbourne live
women were the most amazing women I have ever had the opportunity to connect
with. Powerful women healing one another is so empowering and is just what this
world needs.
Much love and gratitude, from my heart to yours.

Karen Stevens
5th November 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1654710174594511/

‘‘
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Live Training Experience

“

You know from day 1 of ever seeing Marisa and Forensic Healing I knew that was what
I must do. I have followed in the background for about 2 years.
Healing myself and trying loads of healing modalities to try to heal the pain in my life.
Well... Today I had a healing with Marisa.
And I can’t say anything but WOW!
I have never felt anything as profound in any healing modality I have ever come across.
And although I had the hugest experience and transformation right there at Melbourne
Live today nothing compared to when I got home tonight at 7pm and I walked inside
to “normality” and I experienced it all over again.
The energy shift between myself and my children was profound. I had a new found
connection with them, even though I always felt connected to them and was always
mindful of them, their feelings and emotions, needs and their precious souls, this was
just inexplicable.
The connection was instant and powerful.
There is no turning back to who I was, only forwards.
Thank you Marisa and all the beautiful women at Melbourne Live for being
a part of my journey and such a huge healing for me.
Much love,

30th October 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1648829455182583/
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‘‘

Karen Stevens

What a fabulous fun day at the Perth Essentials, hanging with fun uplifting empowered
awesome creators! Thank you all who attended awesome energy and great to be
back in Perth and enjoying FH workshops! Marisa Russo, thank you for
your awesomeness.

Tracey Steele
24th September 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1611135472285315/

‘‘

Live Training Experience

“

“

Perth live is Awesome, loving it, with a lovely group of ladies, shifting, shifting
stuff, awesome lady that has brought this modality to life, thank you Marisa you
are wonderful. Great respect and admiration for what you are doing for humanity.
Especially awakening the feminine energies within us.
Blessing surround you and all that are participating in Perth live. Go
Girls to the future.

Denese White Borlini
13th March 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1388780957854102/

‘‘
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Well, I’m back from Sydney 7-day live. What can I say... HOLY SMOKE!!!
If you want to take your life to the next, I don’t know how many levels, do live training. Marisa was
wonderful, caring, supportive and the ladies in our group were out of this world. There is NO WAY you
will be the same when you return to when you first arrived.
All I can say is: MUCH GRATITUDE, LOVE AND SPARKLY RAINBOW BLESSINGS TO
ALL... Onward and upward!!! Hallelujah!!!

Gayle Lee
9th July 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1527618633970333/

‘‘

Live Training Experience

“

“

At the 7 day live in Sydney last Wednesday Marisa healed me and my reflux. I have been taking a tablet
for it everyday for the last 6 years. It has been a week and I haven’t taken a tablet since. I do get reflux
but all I do is say my affirmation three times and the reflux magically disappears. Thank You Marisa for
changing my life. I also so thankful to you for healing my son while you were in Sydney. He is totally
changed and pain free. He just needs to work on his light headedness. His words
“Marisa is an amazing and powerful healer”. I feel blessed.

Lalini De Silva
12th Jul 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1531118113620385/

‘‘
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I’ve just completed 7 Day live in Sydney... Amazing week where I was honoured to have met
7 beautiful women to heal and evolve whilst learning a healing modality that surpassed my
expectations... Marisa you are an incredible woman who inspires me to shine and embrace my
true essence as a creative and powerful being ready to facilitate transformation in people’s
lives and in turn our planet and all beings that live upon it... Thank You. Love,
Light, Peace and Blessings to All.

Jeny Sevastakis
9th July 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1528095233922673/

‘‘

Live Training Experience

“

“

Thank you Marisa... You are amazing and I am so grateful for the opportunity to be doing
live training with you and all the beautiful and special souls gathered in Sydney this week...
Learning, healing, laughing, crying... It’s so wonderful to experience a safe, nurturing learning
experience to enable all involved to evolve through healing and in turn heal others to help
heal the earth... Thank You Marisa... Love, Light and Peace to you and all
precious women doing Sydney live training this week...

Jeny Sevastakis
3rd July 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1521540244578172/

‘‘
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Live Training Experience

“

FH sisters,
I’ve been a bit busy as late and I’ve missed the interaction in this amazing group. But for all the beautiful ladies still
working on healing...
Keep going keep striving and keep being honest and true to yourself.
The healed become the healers that are so needed in this crazy world.
October 2015 changed my life when I entered that room at box hill.
When I saw Marisa Russo I was star struck.
With a long exhausting week ahead I flowed threw mixed emotions.
Some grief, some love, some joy, some light, some darkness a rollercoaster of uncertainty.
What am I here to do who am I and what the hell am I doing...
But with determination and I BELIEVED in Marisa because my intuition was buzzing I continued with the journey and
returned in March 2016.
Met some amazing people along the way.
But the real truth lies in my own self.
I now feel not think.
I feel my way through every thing I do...
20 months on I’m stronger than ever.
Living my own dream.
I’m happy content at peace because I stood on my power and walked away from everything that was toxic in my life
and trusted it would work out...
And YES it did.
I walked out on my job half way through the day...
I was earning ok money I was a manager in a pharmacy.
So $850 take home was nothing to sneeze at...
I moved I let go of toxic family and friends
Then Boom.
I meditated I trusted I felt the power and drive in me.
And here I am 6 weeks later living the dream I’ve opened up Bass Coast Float and Massage as a complimentary
business to my Healing pathways and by doing this it bring me clients to heal useing the magical Forensic Healing...
Yes I’m seeing more clients weekly healing (FH rocks).
I live in a country sea side town near Phillip island.
It’s magical.
Keep growing keep moving forward watch your thoughts.
Your thoughts are everything.
Keep healing.
You can do this.
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28th June 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1514557985276398/

‘‘

Sharon-Jane Grono

Live Training Experience

“

It’s been almost 2 weeks since London live training and I’m still reeling from the amazing after effects. It took me a long time to be
able to put into words what this meant for me, but I think I’m finally ready.
The whole trip - from having the most pleasant journey to arriving and being greeted at the door by Marisa Russo - to meeting these
beautiful like-minded souls and seeing the changes in ourselves AND our environment, was like coming home!
Now I have always been one to see things more deeply - be it in nature or with people - but this experience has opened another level
of my intuitive, questioning, curious nature. I’m not the one that would blabber about everything I see or feel, and I look at things/
people/energy in my quiet way, observing from the back row, so to speak. And what I saw/felt during the 7 days was more magical,
uplifting and eye-opening than I ever imagined.
It started with recognising a bloom - a white bloom - single and strong, on a bush just outside the courtyard of our accomodation.
I decided right then an there I wanted to see at least 7 blooms open before the week is over.
And they did!
Then the intricate tulips our host had planted in a pot outside his door - never saw a tulip like that.
Then, whenever I want for lunch or evening walks, how everybody wanted to talk to me, strangers - smiling, positive, in the middle
of their rushes to and from work - yet they felt ok taking a little minute or so to stop being robots of their system.
Then there was this gorgeous homeless man sitting on the side of the tube entrance, who smiled so broadly, I stopped and started
talking. It turned out he used to be a professor of economics before alcohol took over his life (if you heard him speak you’d believe
me).
These were just the outward symptoms of my own transformation and they were profound. Now being back home, I’m still
transforming, something opened that was long dormant.
Everything looks and feels different, I AM DIFFERENT! It is as if the world has opened up to me and welcomed me into it’s fold.
I saw and still see the transformations on a daily level, I now know what I’m capable of to manifest, and most of all - I know who I
am, where I came from and what is my mission, my life purpose.
I am/will be the one who works quietly behind the screen... Bringing love, joy & happiness through just being me by creating ripple
effects.
When the world sleeps, I’ll send green, white-gold light to every suffering soul (plant, animal, rocks, water, air, human, etc). When
the world sleeps, I just AM.
I know to some of you this sounds crazy, but let me assure you... More good things and beauty can be
accomplished by QUIETLY working behind the screens.
I don’t need to be screaming my accomplishments to the world, I don’t need to be bragging and
needing approval. I learned that week that it is ok to just be me. And I learned to be content with it
and not value myself on other’s opinion. This is indeed a powerful message.
Thank you soooooo much Marisa.
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19th April 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1432730533459144/

‘‘

Antje McInerney

Live Training Experience

“

Greetings my FH sisters and friends. I wanted to share a quick information about
the amazing training I had a pleasure to be a part of, 7 days Live FH training in
London with Marisa Russo. It would be difficult to put in words all that has happened,
and much of it was so personal I would not want to share with anyone else. All of
the participants set the intensions what they want to achieve from the training,
and what they want to work on during that week, and amazingly, all the healing
pathways we accessed were guided by our intensions. We all got what we came for.
The healing was very intense, and I have learnt the lesson of asking for it to happen
with ease and grace (lol), the energy we created as a group was so supporting and
loving, and results just extraordinary. I came back from the training a new woman,
secure, centred and feeling worthy. I let go of emotional toxins I held onto for
decades, released all the resentment and anger, freed myself to feel, and opened
to Love myself. I am transformed. Today my energy feels so much different, I feel
I am unstoppable, anything is possible and the energy of my manifestation and
my mind is so tangible, I can almost feel things happening. I see the things around
me differently than before, I speak differently, in a more conscious way, and I stay
present more. I am still working on discovering what else changed. I know that is just
a begging of my healing journey with FH, but now I know what is possible to achieve
and how to use it in a much more refined and easier way, there is no stopping me.
Thank you Marisa Russo for seeing through me, and for holding the space for my
healing. Thank you Antje, Eileen To, Elaine, and Fran for your love and
help in my healing. I love you all.

Barbara Anna
12th April 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1424222890976575/

‘‘
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Live Training Experience

“

I feel blessed to have just shared a magical week with Marisa and all of my soul
sisters with the most beautiful and loving hearts. The planets were aligning for all
of us at Live. The planetary influence of Venus which represents the divine feminine
created a powerful vortex of energy. We were cradled in a protective bubble of
unconditional love and acceptance. Marisa worked her magic like an alchemist to
release deep energetic wounds. Warrior women let go of the past with ease and
grace with little or no resistance. When the masks and facades fall away, there is no
where to hide from the light and truth of who you are. The walls that we have built
to protect ourselves crumble to dust. Soul Ascension Activation is out of this world
as you mentioned in your post Jennifer because we are lifting the veils between the
seen and unseen realms. Rainbow light is streaming down so we can receive divine
downloads and build rainbow bridges to other dimensions. As we all integrate,
recalibrate and come back to earth we have a renewed sense of purpose and a
deeper understanding of universal laws and the cosmos so we can all
soar to new spiritual heights. Namaste.

Jacinta Gabrielle
27th March 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1403768556355342/

‘‘
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Can’t believe Melbourne Live has ended and I know I’m Totally going to miss everyone.
Marisa the ascension correction was totally out of this world.
You’ve really knocked this one out of the park.
So many instantaneous Healing’s took place and the energy in the room was electric.
A lot of the girls went on to have amazing Healing’s in the afternoon as well.
Our group consisted of the beautiful Greek girls who won all our hearts along
with our interstate girls e.g. beautiful Beckie from Darwin gorgeous JoJo from her
heavenly oasis in NSW, amazing Donna from Tasmania our country girls and finally
Melbourne girls especially lovely Jacinta.
Love you all.
But mostly I can’t thank Marisa enough for the wonderful indescribable experience
of Live which has given us all so much and allowed us to shine transform and become
amazing empowered women living our life purpose.
Thank you bring so much Joy and offer so many of us peace love and
freedom

Jennifer Saunders
26th March 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1402548583144006/

‘‘
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1st day of Melbourne Live was Truly MAGICAL for me – I am still grinning from ear to
ear; my heart is singing and playing Love and dancing with Joy. For me it was PURE
MAGIC as I felt in my Heart of Hearts that it will be well before it started.
The MOST LOVING THANK YOU to MARISA; THANK YOU to ALL. I am soaking in the
Energy of today, and simply cannot will till tomorrow as I simply KNOW that there is
SO MUCH more to come; so much more to discover, so much more to blissfully take
in;so many more shifts to take place; etc. etc... Wow, WOW, WOW!!!
LOVE,

Krys GM
20th March 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1395763897155808/

‘‘
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Doing the Live diploma has to have been one of the greatest things I’ve done for both my
healing and growth journeys. Marisa you have created such an amazing modality and I’m
truely #blessed to have been guided to Forensic Healing. One of my intentions for the
course was to blow away any blocks and resistance to being a successful healer - well,
only one day since the course has finished, and I’ve already got more case
studies than I need to complete the diploma! Job well done, I reckon.

Chantel Magor
18th March 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1393514037380794/
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“

Words cannot describe how thankful I am to have found Forensic Healing and all the lovely
women involved. Had my arsed kicked over and over at Perth Live and I wouldn’t change
a thing! Marisa you have created something so so special and I look forward
to kicking arse with you and your FH lady gang! #dontfeedthealiens

Samantha Barker
18th March 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1393239897408208/
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I would like to say a very big thank you to Marisa for such a special week at live
in Perth. What a roller coaster of emotions. So many tears, so many laughs. Soul
pathways are amazing and have changed my life in so many ways.
It feels amazing to release my fears and even more amazing to use my new found
confidence and empowerment to go into the world and be free.
I am smiling from ear to ear.
I can’t thank the special ladies that joined me on this empowering journey
enough. I know you will all be the best most fearless women out.

Kel Duinker
17th March 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1392769767455221/

‘‘
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1. How did you feel before attending Live?
I remember counting down the days before attending my first LIVE in March 2016. My
emotions were mixed, I was nervous and excited and so keen to take my mind and thinking
to a place it had never travelled before.
A stay at home mum for 13 years, married to a workaholic husband, with daughters 13 and 11,
I was also busting to learn something that would benefit not only me but my whole family.
I was ready to ‘stop just doing life’, and for once in my life, learn how to fully understand and
feel life! I wasn’t entirely sure how Forensic Healing worked, I wasn’t sure how I was going to
actually pull off being out of the house for 7 days, but magically the planets aligned.
The children were sorted, my husband ended up being away for work and I got to embark
on a learning journey that has captivated and held my attention beyond anything I have
studied before! I’m like, give me more, give me more, give me more!!
2. As somebody who has never experienced Live how would you describe Live and what
can I expect?
LIVE is a total ‘Soul Food’ experience. When I am at LIVE, I feel like my soul is at home. Safe
in a room led by Marisa, the kindest, most honest soul going round, and sharing the space
with sincere women all seeking to know more, and to heal not only themselves but share
their healing gifts with others is very special.
It’s hard to really describe the AWEsomeness, you really have to be there and feel it! The
7 days fly by, so much to learn! Marisa is a wealth of wisdom, she delivers her message
straight from her heart.
I like to take notes at LIVE, I don’t want to miss a word she says! Melbourne March LIVE was
my third, so I am a serial repeater and I plan on repeating again in October! Each LIVE is
different.
- continued
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New women and repeating women who have worked on themselves make each LIVE unique
and Marisa knows what we need, so you are guaranteed to have your individual needs met
no matter what! Get ready to learn how to understand yourself and deal with your ‘stuff’,
Marisa leaves no stone unturned and ensures you are on your path to heal and feel, like
never before!
3. What was your favourite part about Live?
My favourite part of about every LIVE is watching Marisa heal. Watching and hearing her put
together the jigsaw puzzle pieces of women’s lives together, so they can understand their
patterns and conditioning and further, why they are living the life they are, is profound! She
nails it every time, there is no escaping her honesty and clarity!
If you want to heal your life there is no other place to be, than on her table! Hearing each
woman’s story enables you to dig deeper into your own story, and retrieve another puzzle
piece to finding the real you. Marisa’s ‘good apple’ policy ensures every woman feels
safe, enabling friendships to be forged as women empower each other to reconnect to
themselves.
4. What changes and results have you noticed in yourself or your life since you attended
Live?
Since my first LIVE I feel like I am on a ‘Journey to Freedom’ Roller Coaster Ride!! I feel like a
fog has been lifted and I have been given an opportunity to get reacquainted with my Soul.
LIVE has taught me that their ain’t no greater love than self love… And that you can’t give
to others what you’re not giving to yourself!
Since LIVE I am working hard to let go of all my self sacrificing habits and I’m establishing
respectful boundaries in my relationships. I’m still a work in progress, I’ve got 47 years of
programming to re-program, but after 3 LIVES, I think I’m doing good!!

- continued
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Being able to feel energy is phenomenal and learning that everything is energy has opened
my eyes to a brand new world. Letting go of resentment has enabled me to connect to
myself and others, making the art of gratitude a daily ritual.
5. What was your experience of observing Marisa work her healing magic during the Free
healing?
The free healing workshop was AWEsome. Marisa was very welcoming to the new women
and showed us how quick and easy getting to the source and healing someone’s pain or
suffering can be.
She was quick to put together some jigsaw puzzle pieces for the new women, and I believe
without a doubt each woman would have left the workshop feeling like they had a better
understanding of why their life is the way it is and what they can do to heal. It was incredible
to witness some women after receiving a free healing walk away pain and suffering free.
Their smiles lit up the room!
6. Having an advanced preview of the Soul Module, how do you feel it’s different to what
Marisa has created so far?
The Soul Module is the absolute icing on the cake! It nourishes every aspect of one’s being.
It’s like the King of the Castle of the Modules!! There were many Aha moments when women
at LIVE were being healed using this pathway.
The other modules are profound in their own right, the Soul Module compliments them and
ensures holistic healing at all levels of mind body and spirit. The Soul Module gives back to
one’s Soul all that it deserves!

Tina
https://forensichealing.com/truth-forensic-healing/
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1. How did you feel before attending Live?
Before Live I was a bit nervous, but ready to transform.
2. As somebody who has never experienced Live how would you describe Live and what can I
expect?
Live is mind blowing... You can expect to find your true self, feel safe and nurtured all the way. All
the participants are lovely and the energy in that room is unexplainable.
3. What was your favourite part about Live?
I loved every single moment of it, but the one thing that stood out was the Love. The energy that
Marisa puts into it is so obvious that it just ripples on to everyone in the room. Marisa keeps it real.
4. What changes and results have you noticed in yourself or your life since you attended Live?
My life has really changed since Live... I have no more pain in my legs, I’m full of energy, I’m more
confident and most of all - I believe in me more.
5. What was your experience of observing Marisa work her healing magic during the Free healing?
Once again, Marisa worked her magic on me. Every healing she did passed on to all of us. She’s
quick and accurate.
6. Having an advanced preview of the Soul Module, how do you feel it’s different to what Marisa
has created so far?
I love the new Soul module. It is much deeper than anything Marisa has created so far. It has
opened my eyes and I look forward to exploring it more.

Anna D Stella
https://forensichealing.com/truth-forensic-healing/
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1. How did you feel before attending Live?
A bit nervous, the energies were working before the 7 day live. Stirring things within. A bit of chaos and
drama happened. But got through it.
2. As somebody who has never experienced Live how would you describe Live and what can I expect?
Live was a freeing experience, meeting and connecting with liked minded people was inspirational. The
Information and the teaching of Forensic Healing module was exceptional, a lot more understanding of
the Universal Laws, and how to use them and how to use the healing module more proficiently. Expect the
unexpected and be open, and allow to be blown away.
3. What was your favourite part about Live?
All. The changes in everyone. Freeing the soul from imprisonment. Connection, time to find yourself. Forensic
Healing is easy to follow easy to understand and you get great results every time.
4. What changes and results have you noticed in yourself or your life since you attended Live?
Communicating is freer, expressing myself is a lot easier. I would have never written a review like this, and I
would have pulled out and let someone else do it.
5. Having an advanced preview of the Soul Module, how do you feel it’s different to what Marisa has created
so far?
It takes you to a deeper level which reveals hidden aspects of yourself that haven’t been revealed before. It
opens you up to a deeper understanding of what has taken place to your soul and why you react to things
in your life as you do.
It also gives you an understanding that there is more to life than what we perceive.
Taking a look at the bigger picture. I am finding the soul module very exciting and
can’t wait to do the full version. Freeing the soul of past traumas.

Denese White Borlini
https://forensichealing.com/truth-forensic-healing/
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1. How did you feel before attending Live?
My life before attending Live was full of blocks ranging from physical to nothing going right... Not to
mention the emotional. It seemed like a never ending rollercoaster... Over many years.
I had gone to many gut specialists, chinese herbalists and tried many other modalities for my physical
discomfort, to no avail! More money, more appointments, more frustration.
As I had a healing session with Marisa, initially for my stomach, she seemed to know much more. I
remember walking out thinking “she must be psychic”...
It slowly started to make sense. I was not listening to my gut instinct. I knew there was a connection.
I booked in for Live soon after I spoke to a friend through workshop. My life was still full of confusion
and unanswered questions. My GUT was better, yet life was not.
From the people that work for Marisa and Marisa also touching base via phone call prior to Live. I
thought my god she is so busy yet had taken time to call me. I at this point she was real and not some
untouchable guru.
I felt that 7 day live would change my life... As the universe would throw subtle hints... These little hints
were all I had to go on now. I listened to my gut and attended.
2. As somebody who has never experienced Live how would you describe Live and what can I expect?
Describing Live is easy. Firstly Marisa is up and close. Secondly the faces you first see become your
great friends by the end of the week. The bonds you make are real and authentic. It is a very safe
arena.
Marisa is just naturally herself and breaks things down so simply. She instills the Universal Laws as she
gives everyone a healing in a very gentle way. Everyone seems to support each other.
The protocol is simple to follow. She instills belief and by watching and listening to Marisa for 7
days using the forensic healing system magic happens... The stuff that block start releasing and by
watching other woman too you get an understanding of Forensic Healing.
- continued
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So expect to free yourself from whatever is going on and expect to walk out free and because of that
feeling expect to grow and want more! For yourself for your life and for those you care about.
You will notice how life changes after 7 day live when you walk back out in the real world. You will
never be or feel alone as the Forensic healing sisters and those you connect with during 7 day live
will continue to be there. After 7 day live you will just keep on healing, growing feeling happier and
moving with flow.
Marisa has implemented so much more than just learning to heal yourself and others. She has created
a network of “support” which many women need. It is the best thing I have done in my 44yrs of living..
Let’s just put it that way.
3. What was your favourite part about Live?
My favourite part of 7 day live is watching Marisa work on each and every one of us. As we work
through each page of the module, we are watching Marisa heal. Apart from the breakthroughs it
seems we all connect and support each other on a deep level.
Beautiful magic happens and real connections are formed. It really is about women empowering
woman.
4. What changes and results have you noticed in yourself or your life since you attended Live?
The changes I felt was huge releases and personal blocks were no longer there. My fears and anxiety
had seemed to be decapitated. My body functioned and I felt like I had energy and zest to live life
again and felt like life is my oyster. Others views and opinions did not matter.
The universe after 7 day live seemed to draw in the perfect moments and circumstances to change my
life in areas I had worked on. It just doesn’t stop when you leave. You have the tools to keep creating
magic. It still amazes me till today how Marisa did all the hard work to make it simple for all us woman.
5. What was your experience of observing Marisa work her healing magic during the Free healing?
Watching Marisa during the free healings, I would not only watch the women being healed but also
- continued
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those watching. I don’t think there is anyone in the room that is not amazed at how quickly Marisa
gets to the core and releases and frees the body of pain and unwanted emotions. She just nails it all
the time.
They get off the table with a happy look but for those that don’t understand forensic healing, they
just seem to see it as a magic. You hear the sound of “oh wow”... Been muttered from their mouth.
6. Having an advanced preview of the Soul Module, how do you feel it’s different to what Marisa has
created so far?
The addition of preview Soul Module for me is like the ultimate completion that unleashes the
“unanswered questions” to take healings to the almost unknown level. For me personally (as I have
delved and read about all the unseen and rarely spoken about energies), it was my breakthrough as
yes my life was so tangled and I just felt I couldn’t make sense as to why and how to clear my path.
For all the woman out there who may feel there is no way out and can’t find the reason nor the answer,
the answers that are almost hidden in the society we live in are in this special edition.
I believe that the healers will now be able to really go out and transform lives which previously may
have seemed impossible. This Soul module for me was personally (as my life had many complications),
was and is the final breakthrough.
I would like to end this post by stating that I started on a journey with Forensic 7 day Live to heal my
stomach and push through my roadblocks. During my repeat of 7 day Live, I felt that this IS the way
to continue to heal other woman. I have received my diploma and so look forward to help transform
other woman in need.
I love the never ending effort and work Marisa puts in continuously and
implements it into the course. Thank you Marisa for sharing your gifts. As you
evolve and share your new findings we too evolve and that is truly powerful
for all the sisterhood.

Vicky Makris
https://forensichealing.com/truth-forensic-healing/
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Marisa gave me the task of writing an article about Live training this week as I am relatively new to the
business and this was my first experience of Forensic Healing with such a large group. I was sitting in
on the training and helping Marisa with the logistics of the event, which gave me a unique view of the
training as I am neither participant nor trainer. I thought this would be easy, but after seven days with
the group I am finding it difficult to put words together to describe what I witnessed.
Live Training starts with women arriving from all around Australia - and the world!! Some have made
connections through the Forensic Healing Group on Facebook and they meet for the first time in
person, like long lost friends. The connections these women have made online are deep, real and very
personal. Others are completely new and are unsure but excited or nervous about how the 7 days will
unfold. I had the pleasure of welcoming the group and it was lovely to see how eager these women
are to absorb information so they can increase their healing abilities.
Marisa takes centre stage and puts the group at ease. She has a knack of diffusing anxiety with her
physical presence, anecdotes and cheeky grin. After a few giggles and introductions, Marisa launches
into the course and selects a participant to be healed as a demonstration of the first module Forensic
Healing - Principles. This is where things become interesting.
The first person on the healing bed is new to Live Forensic Healing Training - Marisa chooses from the
new people first to ensure everyone has a healing experience with her. Marisa quickly settles her in
and before you know it has identified and released some blocks that have been holding her back. For
each type of release there is a new person selected to be demonstrated upon.
It is amazing to see women on the healing bed release traumas from different points in time. From
their childhood, from the loss of loved ones, bad relationships, past life experiences to name a few.
Women speaking for the first time of physical abuse, rape, family troubles, and negative experiences
that have been locked away in their bodies causing pain, discomfort and stress. The release of these
experiences shows in different ways for different people with some crying for a time until the pain
has been released, to jerking movements on the healing bed, to coughing as if coughing up the pain
or the memory of the experience to clear it from the body. The energy created during these healings
is tangible to all in the room. All present have a real sense of the discomfort the person has been
through and they then contribute to the healing energy.
On the second day one of the women had mentioned to me some details of unusual pains that she
had been experiencing in her upper back and spine since the first day of the course. She asked my
opinion as to what they might be and we both agreed that they were probably related to issues that
- continued
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were presenting as a result of the healing experiences from the day before. Coincidentally (!?!) she
was selected by Marisa for one of the healing demonstrations that morning. With no knowledge of
her ailments, using the Forensic Healing principles, Marisa identified that her issue related to her
spinal column. She then proceeded to clear the problem. When I spoke to the woman the following
day, she smiled radiantly, said that the pain had gone, and that she felt great.
As the women practice their techniques on each other, even more healing occurs. There are also
women repeating the course to continue building their healing skills and these women are wonderful!!
They share their knowledge and look out for people who have issues brought up throughout the
course. Their contribution to everyones’ healing experience is so valuable and they are like angels in
the room.
We also had a women with MS on this Live Training. When she arrived at the course she was fully
dependent on her walker and only able to stand without support for very short periods of time.
Through the training we watched her body stand taller and her ability to step out on her own increase.
She commented that she was enjoying showering again now, where prior to the course she found it
exhausting. By the end of the training the improvement in her symptoms was obvious and she was
able to walk across the room without her walker to the cheering of the group!
After seven days I can see that all of these women experience relief and a sense of wholeness following
their healings. Women starting to feel that they are valuable and that they can make a difference in
their lives and have a positive effect on others. While initially some may have felt a hangover from
the emotional upheaval of their personal healing, by the end of the last day the overall feeling is one
of release and freedom. And ALL of the women in the group felt it. This shared energy is difficult to
describe but is such a highlight of the course and I’m sure that those who have been to Live Training
would agree that it’s memorable and life changing.
This experience has confirmed for me that I am working in an amazing business that is helping women
to be empowered and strong in their sense of who they are and what they can achieve. I can see that
this will bring positive change to the lives of women (and men) and ultimately the whole community.
I feel energised, charged and ready to step forward on this journey with the ever present support of
the Forensic Healing Sisters.

Linda
https://forensichealing.com/fh-live-melb-2015-march-recap/
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Practitioner/
Student Client
Feedback

I would like to share the following comment posted on my fb page (Love That Energy). I did
FH on the client.
Dear Lalini, thank you so much for bringing such a difference in my brothers life. Your healing
changed his life and took away his pain that even doctors couldn’t heal. You are a leaving
angel and thanks for going out of your way to help others. May you succeed
in everything you do and get the strength to heal many in need.

Lalini De Silva
16th February 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1761356747263186/

‘‘
“

Hello, I’d like to thank Jacinta for a beautiful, powerful and the same time gentle healing
session.
All information that came up resonated with me accurately and after the session I felt a lot
lighter. Thank you so much Jacinta! Lots of love!

Iva
8th February 2018
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Shout out to Lalini De Silva! Had couple healing session with her and the stuff that
she picked on were amazingly accurate.

Rinju Karmacharya
6th February 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/permalink/1750667474998780/
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A big thank you to Michelle for her healing today. Her prep beforehand is to be
admired. Wealth clearing came up so when I got home there were two elders
knocking on my door for massages... Stat! Marisa knows the story of starting up
that little business. A $ a minute seems to work. Now what to do with their little
presents they give me. Gratitude in abundance for FH, the founder and
the amazing women that work with such integrity.

Margaret Bradley
4th February 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1748791211853073/

‘‘
“

Having done the Forensic Healing webinar, I decided to seek out a local practitioner
to experience this first hand. I have just been for my appointment and wow what a
wonderful experience. I feel so light and have shifted so many things I
feel I can fly. Thank you so much for this amazing gift.

Jane MacKinnon
27th January 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1739478096117718/
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I had this fantastic testimonial today.
Client testimonial:
“I saw Kathy last summer when I was frustrated in my career. I was working hard and
pushing on many projects but I kept hitting a wall with no positive outcomes. Kathy
did some work with me to clear these blocks and I came out of the session curious
to see what would happen.
By the end of the year I had almost forgotten about the session with Kathy. It was only
when my wife pointed out that a lot of things in my work life were now going very
well… That I reflected back on some of the changes that actually started happening
quite quickly after the session. I’d had many work enquiries, and recently two job
offers which would at least double my income. Also some green-lights on creative
projects which seemed stuck. Overall - I am noticing a new sense of doors opening
for me. In addition to continued and applied efforts on my part, I can only attribute
the progress to the work done with Kathy, for which I am very grateful.
Just had my second session today and I feel sure some other blocks have now been
cleared in other areas of my life.
Thank you!
L T - Warwickshire”

Kathy Sanderson
28th January 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1740597162672478/
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I would like to share the positive comments I have received when using the selenite
knife after the healings.
Last week one client said “I felt good when you used the crystal knife”.
Yesterday another client said “I could feel as if something was getting peeled off
when you used the knife”.
Today a teenage client said “ I felt something running down my body when you used
the knife”.
The best comment was from the 10 year old who I did a healing on today. I did Reiki
on him and after I finished I used the knife. He had fallen asleep and after the session
he asked me “what was it that you rolled down my body at the end? It felt so yummy
and great”.
Thank You Marisa for allowing us to have access to this wonderful
magical knife.

Lalini De Silva
25th January 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1738077456257782/
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Just recently I did a healing on being able to make choices in my life. It ended up
coming in from a lifetime contract (I call this time “the in-between” in order to get
an age energy shift) I’d made it myself that this lifetime I wasn’t allowed to have any
choice in anything. Why? I would have no idea. But it turned out if I made any choices
I would never get them anyway almost like someone saying okay you made a choice
but no I’m sorry too bad this is what we will give you.
Anyway things have changed. This week I applied for a new part-time job. I wouldn’t
have seen this advertised but my son did and said hey mum this looks like a job you’d
like. I applied and got the job offer but the hours didn’t quite suit me as they wanted
me to start at three am. So I turned him down saying that those hours were too early
for me. He called me back ten minutes later asking me would I do it if the time was
five am. I said yes. This job is as a dessert and cabinet chef for a Cafe in chain of cafes.
I’m not a qualified chef but I’m a baker. It’s three dollars more an hour than what I’m
currently on. I get to finish at twelve so I’ve got half the day for clients and some
actual life.
I made a choice and the universe said that’s fine we’ve still got your back.
All this happened today on the day that I also got my marriage dissolution in the mail.
So I’m free and I’m making choices with the universe fully supporting and helping me.
Thanks to forensic healing, Leonie Potter, the universe, and believing
in myself and the universe.

Debbie Harnett
10th January 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1722525927812935/
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I thought I will share another great outcome. I did a distance Healing on a client
whose boyfriend left her and was struggling to come to terms with it. She was crying
the whole time and even harmed herself couple of times. After one FH session she
said she was feeling lighter and stopped crying. At the beginning she didn’t want to
do a video call as she was crying the whole time. I checked with her after two days to
see how she was and her answer was “it is amazing I was able to release all feelings
towards him and it was like a switch was flicked off. And I have not cried since”.
Thank You Marisa FH is giving amazing results.

Lalini De Silva
28th December 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1708649549200573/
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Are you guys ready for a crazy story? SO! Someone got a half hour session with me
and I had no idea who she was etc. Turns out she had lupus and was skype calling me
from the HOSPITAL! The minute I opened and did 2 pathways on her, she had such
an massive crazy release that she was almost yelling! Mind you, she had never done
energy healing before! So couple days go by and I message her and ask how she was
doing, she said she feelings lighter and amazing and the CRAZIEST thing she told
me was that right after we got of the phone, A PIPE BROKE APART IN THE ROOM
NEXT TO HER! Maintenance had to come and help out! IT WAS NO COINCIDENCE. It
felt like a block in her energy pipeline was opened! BREAKTHROUGH!!!
FORENSIC HEALING IS FREAKING AWESOME.

Kristelle Smith
15th April 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1427447433987454/
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“

I have only recently started the online diploma but I have already seen great results.
The best being with my brother. He was diagnosed with Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma
stage 4 B in July 2016 and was recently told the tumours have gone. In fact there
was no sign of them in the scan halfway through his chemotherapy in October but
they didn’t tell him until January. I had been using theta downloads for his belief
system and light language to clear the energies also. He had a stem and bone
marrow transplant on the 1st of March and was able to go home a week early from
the hospital however due to lack of energy and breath was readmitted 2 weeks
ago. They were very confused and had no idea however ended up doing a 24 hour
heart scan. Said it was not related to his cancer. So that is good. He has tachycardia
however we are waiting to hear the results of the trace. Anyway on Saturday after
using mum as as a case study he called to say he didn’t want visitors. Mum very
worried as that was 3rd day in as row. We went anyway and he was not impressed.
He was literally grey. The ward was dank with dank energies. I filled the room with
love and used light language to clear his energies. I then did an age release on him
and when we left he was ‘pink’. A few hours later he was talking with mum about
going away in September on a coach holiday as he still won’t be able to fly. I did
another age release on a him on Tuesday and his energy increased. He
came home Wednesday morning.

Kathy Sanderson
31st March 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1408517102547154/
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Practitioner/Student Client Feedback
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“

Doing a Happy Dance
Forensic Healing, continues to amaze &
excite, with each new client.

Gai George
14th March 2017, https://
www.facebook.com/
groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1389509904447874/
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“

Forensic Healers

Forensic Healers

“

My sister and I use to talk with each other all the time. Then she met a man and went
all weird and secretive, I felt hurt and excluded. For 5 years we didn’t talk. She called
me and asked if she could stay a couple of days when her and husband were driving
from Qld to WA. In my default behaviour of doing the right thing, I said yes. As the
time was getting closer to her coming, I felt myself getting more and more anxious,
after all I didnt want her in my house!!
I reached for my FH book, it came up with generational curse, from my mother’s
mother. Doing this release was intense, feeling the energy swirling in my body as it
left.
A couple of days later she arrived. I was calm and it was easy to communicate with
her, even bringing attention to some of her behaviours that were ‘so our mum’ lol.
Since then our relationship has improved immensely. We talk regularly and now
share the truth of who we are with each other easily, honestly and with
love.

Kim Haden
17th February 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1760224580709736/

‘‘
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Forensic Healers

“

I’ve completed my very first Forensic
Healing.
Client - my 3 year old daughter
Symptoms - frequent meltdowns &
severe abstinence to food (would
rarely eat more than one or two bites
- every single meal)
Well... Here is today’s lunch.
And she’s just said she’s hungry again.
Massive improvement so I just had to
share.

Michelle Gatani
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‘‘

19th January 2018, https://www.
facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1731589613573233/

Forensic Healers

“

I thought of sharing my experience this morning. I have been healing this client
who lost her smell and taste and she has improved heaps after 4 healings. When I
ordered Moroccan knife I was hoping that I will have it for her next healing. When
I didn’t receive it on Friday I was thinking that she is not meant to have it for her
healing on Saturday. Her appointment was at 9.30am and when I started healing I
was taken to negative energies release and when I started the healing neither of us
got a shift I tried three times then I cleared her aura with some oil and tried again
and we both got the shift. As soon as I started moving I had a knock on the door and
as I was not expecting anyone I didn’t open the door. Then I heard the person saying
parcel. As soon as I completed the healing, even though I had ordered some other
items, something told me it must be the knife.
I explained to my client about it and checked the parcel and it was the knife and I
used it on her. She had a ongoing pain on her foot and hip both disappeared. And
after the healing I gave her water with lemon to drink and she could straightaway
taste the lemon. She was so happy and so was I.
I knew this knife will make a huge change to our healings but didn’t expect this
immediately.
THANK YOU MARISA FOR THIS.
I have ordered another one today to be used on my family and my
dog.

Lalini De Silva
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9th December 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1689223547809840/

I want to share a success story which happened in my life while doing the course. I
did a distance healing on my husband to relieve him from cough and the next day I
got a feedback from him that he feels all better and had no cough at all. Which I feel
is a wonderful gift of Forensic healing giving me full confidence to trust this process.
I got to just tell one thing “ THIS HEALING IS GIFT AND IT WORKS WONDERS”.
Thanks so much Marisa from bottom of my heart.

Sirisha Gavvala
9th October 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1626037577461771/

‘‘

Forensic Healers

“

“

A client, who had such a stiff neck she couldn’t turn it at all, who I worked on on
Saturday has just messaged me to say her neck is completely better and her IBS that
we worked on acupressure point has also improved. Feedback like this
just brightens my day. Healing the world one person at a time.

Kathy Sanderson
10th July 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1529207937144736/

‘‘
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Forensic Healers

“

My 38 year male friend with cancer (a not so good prognosis from the medics) after
a weekly FH “smashing out” healing sessions, his scan is CLEAR!
Woohoo!
The outcome for this special chap is that he is going to explore energetic healing
more and impart that to his clients because now he can go back to work and be the
best he can be.
Bless Marisa and FH and for all your help in this case because now I am so confident
and in my greatness and cannot wait to be “on tour” with FH and the
Soul manual.

Margaret Bradley
30th April 2017

‘‘
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Forensic Healers

“

Thank you for an awesome day of healing’s, love being able to help people.
2 Reikis and a Forensic Healing.
The FH client was amazed what was coming up and who, where it came from. He
has now been able to release, cancel a curse that has affected all the males in his
family coming from a past life.
Thank you Marisa, awesome stuff.

Mary Murray
5th April 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1414822681916596/

‘‘
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One on One Healing
with Marisa

Hi Wonderful FH Ladies!
Most of you might have seen my posts and other comments
on here and I have responded to your enquiries via email
as well and some I have spoken to on the phone.
To those I have not had communication with, my name
is Chelina and I have been working for Forensic Healing
with Marisa Russo and the rest of the FH “A team” for
more than 2 years now and I have been seeing changes
in myself and in my family over these 2 years because of
FH... Marisa has helped with our financial issues, physical
pain and overall wellness through distant healings and we
are very thankful for her and for all she has done for us.
I have a 2 year old little guy, named Cohen, who only
eats crackers and never a full meal so, I have raised this
concern to Marisa last week, Tuesday, and she immediately
did a distant healing for us. The following days, we have
observed that Cohen has been eating 3 full meals every
day and a few snacks in between meals which was really
unusual for him. Cohen is also showing so much energy,
his cough is gone and he sleeps better now.. This is what
of Forensic Healing does, this is what Marisa does..
So, thank you so so much Marisa. You are
blessing to many of us! (little Cohen’s
photo, during the wedding)

Chelina Planas
31st January 2018, https://
www.facebook.com/
groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1744261642306030/
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“

Hello to all beautiful souls of FH!
Chelina Planas had shared part of her amazing story, so I guess it’s time to unleash mine!!!
I started working for FH team for about less than a month now and I wanna let every one
know that I have the exact feeding scenario with my daughter. Her name is Zella and she is 2
yrs and 7 months to be exact. I never had problem with her drinking her milk, what frustrates
me is when and every time I see kids her age eating like limitless, sky rocket appetite for food
and then seeing my daughter not even getting hyped up with the idea of eating even the
fact she’s surrounded with kids with limitless appetite. My exasperation became so evident
and came to a point where I read articles here and there about proper way of enticing kids
to eat and go to Youtube tutorials and look some videos of some sort of food preparation
for toddlers.
THEN???
Miracle happened when Marisa had asked me and Chelina on our weekly team meeting how
are we doing, and that’s when the revelation began. She asked for her name and believe me
or not, I was so surprise to see right in front of my eyes how ecstatic she is with food - on
our table, snacks kept in the cabinet (untouched) and even digging to the fridge looking for
something to eat and saying - Mama, I’m hungry! I was amazed and filled with joy thinking
that I don’t need to force my daughter to eat. She happily approaches me everytime she
wants to eat. Now my challenge is how to make her stop (lol). She eats good amount of meal
with snacks in between and drinks plenty of water too which I find not so common with kids
her age.
So yes! Marisa and her desire to help has transpired through distant healing! It has touched
me and daughter’s life amazingly. This is what Marisa is after... Changing Lives, Creating
an Impact and passing on that positive energy to someone that needs it and making them
believe they can! I know everyone in the FH family has felt that too, like I did! And I am
so grateful to have you Marisa and the whole community. The support and the love are
overwhelming.
- continued

‘‘

One on One Healing with Marisa
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“

And by the way Marisa Russo, this is my first
testimonial ever in my life. Never have I imagined
myself making one and here I am! So THANK YOU,
from the bottom of my heart. Continue to be a
blessing to everyone like you have been a blessing
to me. You are loved M...
Oh the first 2 pictures where taken at lunch time
today. She got her regular meal at first plate and 2
round of soup after.. The last picture was taken last
Christmas (thought you might want to see how she
looks like when she’s a bit dressed).

Lea Escoto
31st January 2018, https://
www.facebook.com/
groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1744460882286106/
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“

Self-healing

Self-healing

“

When it comes to family karma/contracts etc., I am always in awe of how much this
impacts us. Last week did a healing on myself, I felt my imagination and energy was
being syphoned. As I progressed, what came up was (of course, lol) Soul, and the
pathway was Soul Release from Martyr and Persecution Complex. In this pathway,
you test also for a person/place or organisation from whom this type of control
comes from. As I progressed testing, it came up male and from my family, so I
tested for brother, which came up as a yes. I was just ready to commence, when for
some reason, I tested out of the blue for father (i guess i got curious) - this came
up as a very strong yes as well. I became confused, tested again, and both came up
as yes... So then I remembered something about my grandfather from my father’s
side, tested, came up as yes AGAIN. This got me really curious, so I rephrased the
wording for the test into “all males from my father’s side going back 7 generations”
- and BINGO!
This just prooves, how long standing and far back something can be carried, somehow,
I’m sure, if I’d test further, it might even go fully back to an ancient lineage.
Needless to say, i got a huge shift...
FH ROCKS.

Antje McInerney
30th January 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1742675385797989/

‘‘
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I want to share another amazing experience I had doing a self healing a week ago. I was revising
the Spirit module and going through the test at the back of the file, when I came across a
particular correction that suddenly jumped out at me and resonated so deeply that I stood there
over my desk and jumped right into doing it straight away. It was the Lost Souls Correction. Well
I discovered quickly that I was inhabited by 5 Lost Souls and proceeded to release them. To back
track a little: I have been releasing pain/injuries for the past few years and this night happened
to be one of particularly high pain levels in my neck and lower back, right hip & buttock as well
as right foot, more like a 12 than a 10 on the pain rictascale. I was wrigglin & jigglin, rubbing &
massaging, heat packs on & off, trying to shake of the levels, with no real results to write home
about until... When I started going through reading & doing the correction process, my back
began to feel like a bubbling cauldron of energised fragments rising up from my lower back
travelling toward the sky. I released these 5 poor souls who’d lost their way & sent them into the
light & into their loved ones arms who’d been waiting patiently such a long time to greet them. I
was standing there feeling pretty chuffed with the relief my back, neck & hip were feeling, then
began to give my gratitudes to these fellas who had taken my advice and moved out, sending
them love light and many blessings as I do... Filling them with unconditional love as well as filling
every crevice of my own body mind & soul with unconditional love for myself and all others (so
there’d be no room for their return) when all of a sudden the same feelings began to rise up again.
I asked, are there more Lost Souls inhabiting me? I revealed 2 more inside... Again I went through
the course of releasing them through the healing correction. From lower back, to mid way, across
my shoulders & into my neck went the tremors of energy and all the while I’m feeling blown away
at the way this was panning out. Needless to say this amazing System Marisa has created for us,
has done it again! Out they’d gone those next 2 fellas and into the loving arms of loved ones on
the other side waiting patiently for their arrival. That was me done & dusted, study stopped &
off to bed I went around 3am & slept like a log for the 1st time in bloomin donkeys
ages. Thank you Marisa this system never ceases to amaze me and bring great
joy & relief to the clients I work with. Feeling so blessed & looking forward to
seeing you again at live week & Soul Module in Perth in a weeks time. Love
Light & Blessings to you all out there.

Janet Lee Albin
5th November 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1654364794629049/
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“

Self-healing

“

I LOVE what Forensic Healing has given me.
Yes there are other things in with the mix that brings me to such clarity, understanding
Universal Laws is a large ingredient and FH has given me the tools to effect quick
and easy change in profound ways.
Thank you Marisa for having the drive and commitment it takes to
create the worlds most powerful healing modality.

Lynette Gehrmann
13th July 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1532344420164421/
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Self-healing

“

Thought this might interest some. All my life since young I have had high cholesterol.
Even when a superfit size 6. Even when being extremely health conscious. Both my
biological parents. One slim, one anorexic who weighs 30kg and ingests no fat at all if
possible, had life long high cholesterol. I was told I have what’s referred to as genetic
high cholesterol. I am facing a total hip replacement shortly. Having being limited in
exercise I’m not as slim as I choose to be at this point in time. In other ways I have
been preparing myself for surgery, including doing FH on cholesterol associated
challenges, I felt uncomfortable about this genetic high cholesterol thing. I just had
blood work done in prep for surgery. This amazed the dr. Apparently my cholesterol
levels are almost in normal range, slightly elevated (no I don’t and have never taken
meds for this) and thyroid antibodies from a benign tumour on my thyroid have
disappeared, which they dont understand because they say that doesn’t happen. So
make of it what you will, I found it an interesting scenario.
Oh and I forgot to add I also have or had genetic high intra occular pressure. No eye
disease that causing it which is why it usually happens but having genetic high IOP
can cause glaucoma. I had to have it checked six monthly. Guess what. Last checked
IOP has dropped couple of points. Quite significant. Eye guy said well thats bizarre,
just keep doing what you are doing. Whatever it is, it’s working. I have been doing
lots of healing around my genetic legacies. Can’t wait to clear the soul
in Adelaide for even more profound changes.

Julie Lucas-Hokin
20th April 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1434253843306813/

‘‘
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Soul Module

Soul Module

“

How wonderful is Soul Module Melbourne Live people!!!
Feeling so much gratitude to Marisa for all her hard work to create such a wonderful
module and in the time frame to have it ready for us lucky people in Melbourne.
Beautiful women present some repeaters and some new.
Soul Module is already responsible for some amazing transformations that have
already occurred on day one!!!
So looking forward to more tomorrow.

Jennifer Saunders
29th October 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1647782608620601/

‘‘
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Soul Module

“

Wow wow wow. The Soul module is all I thought it would be and much, much more.
It’s truly going to heal the world. Thank you so much Marisa. I am getting huge shifts.
I have just been concentrating on my type 1 Diabetes this evening. I have had to stay
up late to make sure my sugars were stable before I go to sleep so I used
the time to do the healing on myself. I have worn myself out lol.

Kathy Sanderson
2nd October 2017, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1618726288192900/

‘‘
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Healing on Animals

Hi Marissa, I would like to share FH on animals. After I returned from the live course back
to my house my little fish whom we call Moony was very sad and was almost sinking as if
waiting to leave its soul. But I did FH on it and that gave it strength and lead me to right
treatment which I never knew and the fish is all back to healthy state. It was my very first
healing on animals and it assured me of how FH does wonders. It made my
belief more strong. Thanks for making us healers Marisa.

Sirisha Gavvala
18th February 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1760224580709736/

‘‘
“

I am so grateful for this testimonial I have just received and all the gifts and abilities I have,
the teachers from whom I have learned, and tools I have learned, to make my life as a healer
possible... Thank you, thank you, thank you: “Fiona helped me and my dog Archie... I really
have noticed a huge difference in both his personality and his activity level since she did the
healing. She told me a lot... A great deal of information. She even was available to answer all
the questions I had. I am so thankful that she was able to connect with him. I love my dog
so much and I would give him the world. He has saved my life TWICE in real life and now
to learn he has also protected me! I am so blessed that she was able to help us and I am so
unbelievably thankful. The change in Archie is HUGE! Thank you SO much! In love and light
Britney.”

Fiona MacEachern
14th February 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/permalink/1757575964307931/
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Healing on Animals

“

I’ll share one healing on animals: about a year ago I adopted a very sick male cat
named Sheridan, he was diagnosed with severe stomatitis, and had already most
of his teeth pulled out, only the 4 canine teeth were left. He was in a poor state,
his overall immune system had shut down, couldn’t hold food for long and had an
eye infection. When I brought him home, I decided to do a FH Healing on him the
second day he was with me. In stage 2 he tested (no surprise) for pathway physics,
and physical trauma. As I went further, the tests revealed Emotions, Shock Healing,
and this tested for post-traumatic stress disorder. Accurate to the point, looking at
what this poor fellow had gone through so far. The healing pathway was Recreation
Healing and Love&Light Immersion. While reading out these statements, he was
curled up on the couch, and became more and more relaxed... The real miracle
happened when I was reading out the Love&Light Immersion... Half way through,
he suddenly opened his eyes, looked straight at me, and I swear, there was a tear
running down his tiny face. This was not the regular eye-infection puss type - this
was a real tear! I finished the healing, did a massive aura cleanse and closed the
case, hoping he’d be ok. He slept for almost 2 days, hardly ate and only drank a bit of
water. On the third day, he stretched, gulped down some food with gusto, and from
then on, he has progressed steadily, becoming strong, confident and feeling safe. I
can honestly say, that I did not expect such a miracle healing, but there you are! Last
time we were at the vet for his regular check-up, all he needed were some vitamins!
His eye-infection is healed, his stomatitis is in limbo, and he is a real whopper, strong
and agile, playful, joyfull and confident. FH works on so many levels, and
in this case the true healing took place in his heart. Love energies
were the key here and FH has shown me what to do. What a
fantastic healing system!

Antje McInerney
16th February 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1760224580709736/
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Healing on Animals

“

Freeing the Unloved
Girl Book

My 3 experiences: After doing both Healing the Unloved Girl followed by the webinar
healing for curses, I went from neck pain of 3/10 and inability to move head to the
right more than a few degrees to 0/10 pain and completely free movement.
Then after attending the FHE workshop in QLD last Sunday, my anxiety has reduced
from 8/10 to 2/10. The origin of my fear (father returning) exposed and healing
is still happening, self confidence returning and a feeling of being in
balance now a noticeable change from prior to workshop.

Carol Koenig Stoodley
15th February 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ForensicHealing/
permalink/1760224580709736/

‘‘
“

Great read with many insights and stories. It’s the kind of book for those who know
they need it, those that don’t need it and those that don’t know they need it. Thanks
Marisa for sharing your story and leading women to be all they can dare to be.
Much Love,

Evelyn
21st February 2016
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‘‘

Freeing the Unloved Girl Book

“

Your life is about to change for ever..s Stay strong. Buy Marisa Russo’s book if you
haven’t already... It’s also amazing to help you connect with your divine self... Marisa
took the time to write a book about her life which in return turned out to be about my
life and every other forensic healers life... You’re on the road to recovery
by just connecting to this amazing source... Love and blessings to
you...

Sharon-Jane Grono
16th February 2016

‘‘
“

Having read the book, and loved it! It so resonated with me. I’m now reading the
book again, and doing the steps! I’m liking the book, because it’s about turning pain
into power, which is what I’m looking for in my life, and future! To stand in my power
and be awesome and love life, feeling whole, and that’s why I think this book is so
great, as it helps you with the process of healing past hurts to achieve your goals,
and your own greatness!! Inspirational, empowering, and a must read!!!

Amazon Customer
24th January 2016
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‘‘

Freeing the Unloved Girl Book

“

I loved this book from start to finish! Marisa takes you through an honest and
powerful journey with humour and tears equally. This book is for any woman looking
to improve her life!

Leah Lloyd

‘‘

4th January 2016

“

I’ve got a numb bum! From the moment I picked up the book I was completely
absorbed in the journey of one small, skinny, innocent child experiencing despair,
rejection and abuse, only to triumphantly make her way up from the muddy waters
and blossom like the Lotus flower she is today. Grab the chocolates and tissues and
treat yourself to an empowering story and a healing system that has helped many
women set themselves free from negative belief patterns. Marisa has told her story
in an easy to understand manner, preferring to focus on the positive. She
sprinkles the text with little surprises... Oprah and Uluru... Margaret,
Perth W.A

Margaret Bradley
13th December 2015
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Freeing the Unloved Girl Book
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“

Thank you for
sharing all
your lovely
stories and
comments!
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